We consider behaviors in which we distinguish two types of variables, mani[est variables, the variables that are of interest to the user and latent variables, the variables that are introduced to obtain a first representation. The problem is to find a representation of th,: manifest behavior, that is, we want to eliminate the latent variables. If the original behavior can be represented by linear differential equations with constant coefficients, then under certain conditions the same is true for the manifest behavior. In this note we formulate and study these conditions. The results are illustrated by means of some examples. As an appli:ation we study behaviors in image representation. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction and problem statement
In this note we study the elimination problem for behavioral representations of the form:
where R(~),M(~) are polynomial matrices in R~×q [~] and ~e×d [~] respectively. Throughout the paper we assume that the matrix [R(~) i M(~)] has full row rank (recall that a polynomial matrix has full row rank if we can select columns from that matrix which form a square matrix of which the determinant is not the zero polynomial [3] ). According to [5, 7] , we can always achieve this by suitable elementary row operations.
The elimination problem consists of finding a suitable representation for Eq. (1) in terms of w alone. That is, we want to eliminate f from Eq. (1) . The behavioral framework is the right tool to study this problem. See [1, 5, 7] and the references therein. The * E-mail: twpolder@math.utwente.nl.
problem that we are particularly interested in is, under what conditions on the matrices R( ~), M( ~) does there exist a representation of all possible trajectories w in terms of linear differential equations with constant coefficients?
It will be argued that this is the case if and only if the solutions w of the 'candidate representation' do not induce differentiations of the free components of w (by free component we mean unrestricted by the equations, see [5, 7] ). In that case we call ~ properly eliminable. We are not so much interested in obtaining the representation itself, rather we want to find necessary and sufficient conditions such that ~ is properly eliminable. The function space from which we select the solutions ofEq. ( 1 ) , is the space of locally integrable functions. Since locally integrable includes non-smooth functions, we call a pair (w,f)E~'ll°C(~;cq)x dtff(R;C d) a weak solution of Eq. (1), if it is a solution in the distributional sense. In the sequel we only consider weak solutions. This choice of function space is attractive from a conceptual point of view. Contrary to what our definition of weak solution suggests, it does not require knowledge of distribution theory and still the space is large enough to be practical (in contrast to %~'~).
Following [5, 7] we introduce the set of weak solutions of Eq. (1):
Also we define the set of induced trajectories w:
such that (w,#) c ~3f}.
The set 2~f is usually referred to as the 
It will turn out that ~m is indeed represented by Rt(d/dt)w=O if and only if there exists a partition of (w,() into (u,y,/,, [2) , such that the equation ¢2 =0 defines a proper input/output relation between u and (Y,/1). Notice that this is not an issue if the solution space would be the space of distributions or cg.~, although we think that our results are also relevant in these cases. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain what we mean by proper eliminability. We present a criterion for proper eliminability, this criterion is translated into a concrete test on the polynomial matrices. In Section 3 we provide some easy yet illustrative examples to show how the criterion may be used. In Section 4 we consider moving average (MA) representations of autoregressive representations (AR). This example is more subtle and illustrates the power of the notion of proper eliminability. Finally we draw some conclusions.
Elimination criterion
As a first step, we transform the representation of 
with M2(~) of full row rank• We can always find such a U(~) [3] and according to [5, 7] the full behavior is also represented by 
It is obvious that w E ~m implies that
Since the representation of Eq. (7) 
We call the latent variable ¢ properly eliminable if there exists a polyrtomial matrix R'(~) such that the manifest behavior 23m := {w I 3~ such that (w,/) E 23} (12)
is described by
It is not difficult to see that 23 is always represented by differential equations and some additional smoothness conditions. To see this, consider Eq. (6). Since M2({) has full row rank, we can select columns from M2({) to form a square matrix with a constant non-zero determinant. Without loss of generality we may assurr e that Mx({) = [M21 (~)iM22(~)], letM2j (~) ~ 0. Partition # accordingly and consider
If M211(~)R2({) is proper, then for each wE ~ll°C(~; C q) there exists {l C £a~°c(
is not proper, we cannot draw that conclusion, since there could be solutions w of Rl(d/dt)w=O to which there does not correspond an {i such that
To have a closer look at this phenomenon, choose minimal k E N such that ~-kM2~I(~)R2(~) is proper and consider In that case every weak solution of R l(d/dt)w = 0 is infinitely differentiable, and the smoothness required by the second equation is guaranteed by the first.
As a preparation to our main result, we present a topological characterization of proper eliminability. Proof of Theorem 2.5. For notational convenience and without loss of generality we assume that P1 and P2 are identity and that M(~) is of the form:
where [M21(~) M22(~)] has full row rank. In terms of (u,y, dj), the sub-behavior {(u,y,f) E ~3]d2 =0} is described by
By proper i/o relation between u and (y,/l ) we mean that the rational matrix:
is well-defined and proper. Choose (u, y) such that
Since Eq. (19) defines a proper i/o relation between u and (y,/1), there exist ()',/I ) such that
From Eqs. (21) and (22) it follows that Rit(d/dt) (y -f)=0 and since detRll(~) ¢ 0 it follows that y -f C ~. Moreover since det M21(~)/~ 0, we can find tTt such that
Define ¢1 :={1 + all, then from Eqs. (21)- (23) we conclude that
This shows that for every (u, y) that satisfies Eq. (21) we can find #l such that Eq. (24) holds. Hence the manifest behavior is defined by 
The correspondingly partitioned equation for ¢ be-
Write M2(d/dt)( = 0 in proper i/o form: As a simple bu| useful property we mention the transitivity of proper eliminability.
Lemma 2.7. Consider the full behavior ~3f represented by R(d/dt)w=M(d/dt)(. Let (= [(1,(2] v be a partitioning of (. Suppose that (2 is" properly eliminable and that the corresponding manifest behavior is represeg:ted by Rl(d/dt)w=Ml(d/dt)(l. Suppose that in turn (! is' properly eliminable from Rl(d/dt)w=Ml(d/dt)(1, then ~ is properly eliminable from R(d/dt )w = M(d/dt )(.

Proof. This follows immediately from Definition
[]
We are aware that the formulation of Theorem 2.5 may appear not w~ry transparent. However, despite this observation, fi enables us to formulate a criterion for proper elirninability that could in principle be programmed.
Theorem 2.8. Consider the behavior ~ defined by Eq. (1). Denote by g' fhe row rank of M(~). The latent variable { is properly eliminable if and only if we can select g~ columns Jbom M(~), g-g' columns from R(~), together for~ning a square matrix P(~) such that p-IQ(~) is ~tell-defined and proper, where the matrix Q(~) consists of those columns of R(~) that are not used Jar P(~).
Alternatively: Consider all possible g x g square sub-matrices of [R(~) M(~)]. The variable ( is properly eliminable if and only if among all possible square sub-matrices of maximal determinant degree, there is' one that contains exactly g~ columns of M( ~).
Examples
properly eliminable. In Example 3.1 we show that the state in state-space representation of input/output systems is properly eliminable, in Example 3.2 we discuss proper elimination in parallel interconnections. These examples are rather straightforward and confirm the intuition. 
The parallel interconnection of ~1 and ~32 is defined by Eq. (35) and the additional equations: u = ul, ul = u2, y = Yl + y2.
In this section we present some examples to illustrate how to check whether or not a latent variable is Keeping in mind the transitivity property (Lemma 2.7), we first eliminate ul and u2. It is trivial to see that after elimination of ul, u2 the equations become 4. Image representations
In the form of Eq. (1):
Obviously the right-hand side polynomial matrix of Eq. (38) does not have full row rank and hence we can apply Theorem 2.5. The relation between u and (Yl, Y2, Y) is given by
Eq. (39) defines a proper input/output relation between u and (yl,Y2,y). The conclusion is that (ut, u2, Yl, 72) is properly eliminable.
Example 3.3. Let the full behavior be described by dwl/dt + w2 = ¢, then it is not difficult to check that is not properly eliminable. If, however, we replace the right-hand side by d//dt +/, then / is properly eliminable.
Consider the moving average or image representation:
In general M(~) is not properly eliminable as the following example shows:
It is obvious that the maximal degree determinant is obtained by selecting the second column of M(~) and the second and the third column of R(~), which in this case is just the identity matrix. The determinant of the resulting matrix has degree one, whereas if we would take two columns of M(~), we would get degree zero. It is clear that M(~) is not column reduced (nor row reduced). However, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that ( is properly eliminable.
In [7, Theorem V.3] , it is claimed that every controllable AR representation, i.e., of the form R(d/dt)w -O, with R(2) of full rank for all 2 ~ C, admits an MA representation. In view of the preceding examples it is clear that the converse of this statement is definitely not tree, there are MA representations for which E is not properly eliminable. The proof in [7] , which is actually in [6] (Proposition 4.3) , is for the discrete time case for which one can argue that proper efiminability is not an issue. Notice, however, the remarks in the Conclusions. Therefore we present and prove the following result. (lt
Conclusions and discussion
We have derived a simple test for proper eliminability of latent variables. Although we only studied behaviors in continuous time, we believe that the results may also be relevant for the discrete time case. At first glance, proper elimination of latent variables seems not to be an issue in the discrete time case. For, consider Eq. 
and it seems that contrary to our earlier claim { anticipates wl. 
Eq. (60) clearly indicates that ( depends on current and past values of (Wl, w2) only.
In discrete time systems, proper eliminability could as well be called causal eliminability or non-anticipating eliminability.
We have illustrated the test by means of several more or less straightforward examples. A more elaborate example was provided by the application to image representations. It appeared that every AR representation admits a MA representation. However, not every MA representation is externally equivalent to an AR representation.
